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A poor man named Domingo sold everything so to get by the next day. Everything...but his cat. The
feline recognized the love and said to the man, but his cat said, "Thank you, Domingo. I will forever find
fortune for you as long as you keep me."
The cat roamed the jungle, dug in a special spot, and brought back silver pieces. While the cat shared
these silver pieces with Domingo for food and survival, the cat took the rest of the silver pieces to the
king.
The next day, the cat brought gold pieces to Domingo and gave extra gold to the king. The third day, the
cat brought diamonds to Domingo and gave extra diamonds to the king.
The king welcomed these gifts, but always wondered. Finally, the king had to ask the cat. The cat said,
"My master, Domingo, shares these gifts with you."
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At this, the king thought of his daughter and how wonderful it would be for Domingo and her to marry.
The king consulted with the cat on the wedding arrangements. The cat told Domingo of the
preparations, but Domingo moaned that he had no clothes that were proper enough to marry the
princess. The cat assured Domingo that all would work out.
The cat raced to the king and said, "A fire! A great fire! A fire burned all my master Domingo's clothes at
the tailor shop. All was lost including what he was to wear for the wedding. Could the king provide
clothes for my master Domingo?"
The king agreed to help. The cat shared the news with Domingo. Yet, Domingo moaned that he did not
have a castle for the princess to live in once they wed. The cat assured Domingo that all would work out.
The cat raced into a forest where a giant lived in a castle. The cat bowed to the giant and asked if his
master Domingo could borrow the castle.
"No!" boomed the giant.
The cat could not believe such rudeness. The cat used his magic and turned the giant into a piece of
bacon. Then, the cat ate that bacon. The cat inspected the castle and saw that one room was made
completely out of silver, one room was made completely out of gold, and one room was made
completely out of diamonds.
Domingo married the princess and rode off to this castle prepared by the cat. Though, after that first
night at the castle, Domingo never saw the cat again.
Some people say that Domingo's cat searched for someone else who could use his help. On and on are
the good deeds of this cat. Even to this day.

